
Rob madden

What are the most common snoWboarding  

injuries you see?

you see a very wide variety of spinal and peripheral injuries 

in professional snowboarding due to the dangerous nature 

of the sport.  one of the most common things you encounter 

is a spinal facet joint strain with soft tissue inflammation.  

this is common to see in the neck or lower back and 

typically happens when someone falls backwards head over 

heels causing a ‘whiplash’ type stress on the spine.  this 

is often easy to manage with physiotherapy and recovery 

strategies; settling quickly in most cases.

What’s it like on the road With the canadian 

Freestyle snoWboard team?

it is a brilliant job and the squad is full of young, very 

talented individuals.  the season is intense but also 

relatively short compared to other sports.  between 

december and February i travelled to colorado, Whistler, 

aspen, stoneham, austria and then russia for the Winter 

olympics.  in the summer of 2013 i was also in new Zealand 

where the squad trained and i worked closely with our 

strength and conditioning coach there on the athlete’s injury 

management, prevention strategies and recovery routines.

What’s the best event you’ve Worked at?

Difficult one! Probably the European XGames in Tignes 2013 

where 2 of the riders i work with - seb toots and mark 

mcmorris won gold & silver medals.  bonus was we had a 

good powder day that week.
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What is the most common ski injury you see?

due to the torque produced by the ski and the boot the 

knee is extremely vulnerable to injury. knee injuries account 

for around 30-50% and 25% of all injuries in recreational 

and elite skiers respectively. up to 90% of elite skiers have 

experience at least one serious knee injury in their career. 

an acl rupture is perhaps the most serious and these are 

reported in around 50% of elite skiers. 

do you have any advice For the acl injured skier?

if you rupture your acl whilst abroad and it is not a medical 

emergency my advice would be to wait until you’re in the 

uk until you discuss surgery. in my opinion this will greatly 

benefit your post-surgical care. Also if possible do some 

research on your surgeon as an acl reconstruction is a 

highly skilled operation. With regards to the rehabilitation 

process it is best if this is guided by set criteria rather than 

by time alone. unfortunately re-injury rates are unacceptably 

high in the research. i believe that a purely time based 

rehabilitation program is a significant factor in this. These 

programs often fail to address the underlying risk factors 

that are associated with acl injury. 

WhAT cAn bE DonE To hElP PrEvEnT Acl  

ruPTurEs in skiinG?

this is a very short answer to an extensive question. 

understanding the mechanism of acl injury in skiers can 

help prevent injury. the acl injury is more often injured if 

you are skiing with your weight back, therefore ski technique 

is extremely important. to compliment technique, adequate 

physical conditioning is essential. skiing can be a very physically 

demanding requiring high power outputs and considerable 

endurance. Making sure you are fit for skiing is therefore an 

essential injury prevention strategy. key muscle groups are 

the hamstrings, the gluteal muscles, the adductors and the 

gastrocnemius. however addressing the entire kinetic chain and 

the cardiovascular system is also important.

on a slightly different note your ski equipment should always be 

correctly set up too. essentially the more force required to release 

your bindings the higher the torque at the knee.

What’s the best event you’ve Worked at?

Working at the big World cup events like kitzbuhel are 

amazing however the vancouver Winter olympics in 2010 

has to be up there.
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chemmy alcott  

Triple Olympian 

“james helped massively in my preparations for the 

vancouver Winter olympics, as he was an integral member 

of the team. he organized and implemented rehab and 

fitness sessions alike. This optimized my recovery from 

injury and improved my performance on the race hill.”

dave ryding  

currEnT EuroPA cuP slAloM chAMPion (2012-13)

Olympian 

“james, a great guy to work with, he has positively 

contributed to all aspects of my training on and off the hill. 

Thanks for keeping me injury free!”

noEl bAXTEr  

currEnT coAch of ThE sPAnish nATionAl ski TEAM 

Former GB Slalom Skier & two time Olympian  

“As a veteran of 6 knee surgeries (2 Acl reconstructions) 

i worked with james as part of my return to snow from 

my acl reconstruction in 2012. What set james apart 

from previous physios i have worked with is his motivation 

to push me to my limit and beyond with calculated 

progressions. at times i really didn’t believe i could do 

some of the workouts, but i built up a huge trust in james 

as a professional, he helped me return to 100% physically, 

technically and mentally. i still use some of his routines and 

workouts for my athletes in my current role as coach of the 

spanish national team. “

jenny jones 

great britain Female number 1 snoWboarder 

Previous XGames gold Medalist and Sochi Medalist 

“rob is an excellent snowsport specific physio who has 

helped me out on and off and was very useful prior to the 

European XGames 2012.”

Rob madden

mark mcmorris  

cAnADiAn TEAM AnD Pro snoWboArDEr 

Triple Aspen XGames Gold Medalist  

“rob has been a crucial part of my success and i really 

appreciate his involvement in my snowboarding career”

testimoniALs
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